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New Defence Perspective
Innovative technology, knowledge, problem solving
are critical for Canada and its allies to mitigate new
threats, stay ahead of potential adversaries, and meet
evolving defence and security needs, while generating
economic benefits for Canada.
Strong, Secure, Engaged
Canada’s Defence Policy 2017

In SSE, DND announced the
Innovation for Defence Excellence and Security (IDEaS) program and
will invest $1.6 billion over 20 years
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Defence & Security Science &Technology (S&T)
The complex and constantly evolving nature of conflict and crises requires
that S&T address potential threats and risks, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Space, cyberspace
Natural disasters, major accidents, crime
Emerging disease, pandemics
New and unpredictable adversaries (e.g. ISIL)
Unstable and failing states
Terrorism and technology
Globalization of S&T and pace of technological development (e.g. quantum,
synthetic biology, artificial intelligence, etc.)

In this new environment, IDEaS is an augmentative approach to accessing
innovation allowing Canada’s military to better tap into extraordinary talent
and ingenuity resident in Canada.
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The Innovation Imperative
WHY WE MUST INNOVATE

HOW WE CAN INNOVATE

Nature of conflicts and threats is rapidly
evolving and changing as new technologies,
players and domains emerge;

Recruit more of the Canadian innovation
ecosystem to partner in the delivery of S&T
for defence and security;

To enrich defence capabilities that address
current and emerging challenges;

Foster a technologically advanced and
innovation-driven defence and security
sector capable of addressing evolving threats
and generating economic benefits;

To stay ahead of rapidly evolving technology;
To inform future decisions; and
We must innovate to remain economically
competitive.

Increase partnerships and collaboration to
foster and build on emerging S&T developed
across the innovation ecosystem; and
Leverage government buying power to
target sectors that have the most
innovative solutions.
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Aligning with Allies
In 2014, the U.S. launched its Third Offset Strategy (U.S. $3.6
billion) aimed at leapfrogging the conventional R&D process by
tapping into civilian efforts and improving collaboration with
innovative private sector enterprises.
In 2016 Australia launched the Next Generation Technologies
Fund ($730 million over 10 years) and a Defence Innovation Hub
($640 million over 10 years) to undertake collaborative innovation
activities from initial idea, through testing to application.
In 2016, the United Kingdom in support of Innovate UK, launched
the Defence Innovation Initiative (£800m over 10 years).
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Innovation Lessons Learned
Canada has learned from its allies as well as from organizations
at home and abroad. These principles form the foundation for the
design and operations of IDEaS.

INNOVATION PRINCIPLES
Agile business process proposal, selection and engagement
Multidisciplinary teams
Learn fast through frequent trials
Hardest problems attract best ideas

In 2018, Canada announces the Innovation for Defence Excellence
and Security (IDEaS) program ($1.6 B over 20 years)
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Program Mandate

Vibrant innovation community

Open competition of ideas

Validated innovative solutions

Elements may be used independently, or in support of one another, to access and foster innovation
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Program Elements

INNOVATION
NETWORKS

CONTESTS

COMPETITIVE
PROJECTS

SANDBOXES

ASSESSMENT &
IMPLEMENTATION

Innovation Enabling Elements

MOBILITY

INTEGRATORS

IDEATION
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DND/CAF
Priorities
IDEATION

Innovation
Challenges

MOBILITY

INTEGRATORS

COMPETITIVE
PROJECTS

CONTESTS

SANDBOXES

INNOVATION
NETWORKS

Defence
Capability

ASSESSMENT &
IMPLEMENTATI\ON
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IDEaS in action

Hard Problems turned into Innovation Challenges
Detection and Classification of Objects of Interest
• How to augment the ability to detect, recognize,
track and identify persons or objects using seamless
information sharing across a decision network?
Autonomous systems
• How can operators trust and work effectively with
autonomous systems?
Persistent Maritime Surveillance
• How can offshore waters be monitored to
detect underwater threats by using rapidly
deployed, persistent, autonomous, solutions?

Enhancing Domain Awareness and Joint ISR

Enhancement effectiveness of space-based capabilities
• How do we develop a Common Operating Picture
of space assets to improve situational awareness?
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Competitive Projects
Innovators are awarded Contracts or
contribution funding for their defence
and security solutions

• Phased calls for proposals (CFPs)
•
•

1st Phase : Up to $200K for 6 months
2nd Phase : Up to $1M for 12 months (selected from Phase 1 recipients)

• First CFP (April 2018):
•

16 challenges : 634 proposals : 160 Phase 1 contracts : >10 Phase 2…

• Second CFP (October 2018) :
•

9 challenges : 168 proposals : 49 Phase 1 contracts

• Third CFP (July 2019) :
• 15 challenges : ongoing
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Contractor distribution for 1st & 2nd CFPs

Large
Industry
11%

Academia
20%

NGOs
5%

Individuals
2%

SMEs
62%
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Competitive Projects – example (April 2018)
• Persistent maritime surveillance

Challenge Statement
DND requires the capability to monitor off-shore waters with emphasis on the
detection of underwater threats by way of rapidly deployed, persistent,
autonomous, yet affordable solutions.
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Competitive Projects – example (July 2018)
•

Persistent maritime surface sensor system

Challenge Statement
DND/CAF require an integrated and persistent sensor, information, and
decision system that provides indications and warnings of surface and nearsurface threats in Canada’s three oceans maritime estate.
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Innovation Networks
Innovators are awarded Contracts or
Increase
innovator
engagement
in
contribution
funding
for their defence
defence
and security
and security
solutionschallenges to
build capability

• Micro-net model, teams of 5 to 14 investigators, up to
$1.5M for 3 years
• Two $9M calls issued:
• Advanced Materials : Physical Protection & Detection Avoidance (May
2018)
• Autonomous Systems : Trust & Barriers to Adoption (July 2018)

• 6 Micro-nets to be funded for each call
• Next call to focus on Arctic issues : Early 2020
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Sandboxes
Curated trial opportunity for innovators
to receive feedback on a potential
solution

• Two-phase process by which we propose a series of Challenges
to the innovators to interest and the solicit applications
• First CFP took place in the fall of 2018
• Sandbox for C-UAS occurred in Suffield (AB) from Sept 9 to Oct
4 2019.
• Sandbox for Corrosion on Ships should occur in mid-2020; CFP
should be launched in early 2020
• Multiple instances/year continuing in 2020
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Sandbox example (Sept-Oct 2019)
•

Counter-Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) Challenge
How might we detect and / or defeat (kinetically or non-kinetically) Micro and
Mini UAS?

•
•

Sponsored by Canadian Army and CANSOFCOM; Observed by RCN, RCAF,
and RCMP
12 companies selected from 23 applicants:
–

•
•
•
•
•
•

6 Canadian, 2 Israeli, 2 American, 1 Norwegian, 1 Australian.

Sandbox open for four weeks in total (9 Sep to 4 Oct, 2019 at DRDC Suffield,
Alberta)
DND/CAF operated a Red Team of assorted drones and flight profiles for the
Participants to Detect and/or Defeat.
Each company had between 2 to 5 days of testing time
Each company included the number of test days they desired to a maximum of
5 days as part of the application process
Two test sites operated concurrently and independently (one per company,
each with their own Red Team, 7 km apart)
Visitors only saw the two companies present during their visit
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Contests
Incentivize innovators to develop
demonstrable solutions

• Pop up City: Integrating Energy, Water and Waste
Management Systems for Deployed Camps
•
•
•
•

• Launched August 21 2019

Four rounds, up to $7.3 M total investment,
Grand prize winner can receive up to $3.5 M
Round 1 deadline : December 13, 2019
Multiple instances/year planned
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Innovation Assessment & Implementation
Innovator solutions are evaluated by
IDEaS, DND and CAF

• Under final development
• Some Challenges are ready to be used and submitted
to the Canadian innovators
• Multiple instances/year starting in early 2020
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Funding Eligibility *
Educational institutions chartered in Canada;
Canadian not-for-profit organizations or associations;
Provincial/territorial or municipal government organizations;
Canadian for-profit companies, organizations or associations;
Individuals;
International S&T collaborators partnered with an eligible
Canadian recipient; and
Any group composed of eligible recipients above
* Identified within each call for proposals
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Intellectual Property (IP)
Standard GoC contract conditions
Innovators own the IP they develop under this program
The Crown gets a licence to use and have used for its own
purpose but cannot exploit it commercially.
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Contact Us
E-mail: DND.IDEaS-IDEeS.MDN@FORCES.GC.CA
Web: Canada.ca/defence-ideas
Follow us on Twitter #DefenceIDEaS
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Innovation Continuum
SOLUTION

READINESS LEVEL (SRL)
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IDEaS Elements
Competitive
Projects

Innovators are awarded Contracts or
contribution funding for their defence
and security solutions

Innovation
Networks

Increase innovator engagement in
defence and security challenges to
build capability

Contests

Incentivize innovators to develop
demonstrable solutions
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IDEaS Elements

Sandboxes

Assessment and
Implementation

Curated trial opportunity for innovators to
receive feedback on a potential solution

Innovator solutions are evaluated by
IDEaS, DND and CAF
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IDEaS Enablers
Integrators

Link between external innovators and
the defence and security community

Ideation

Multidisciplinary collective
brainstorming process to refine
challenges and explore solution

Mobility

Enables the exchange of expertise
between organizations
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